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Abstract: Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a leading cause of death and long-term disability
in the US and across the globe [1,2]. TBI is also the signature injury of the recent military
conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan [3,4]. Emerging research has raised concern about links
between repetitive concussive and subconcussive head injuries (sustained during contact
sport play, accidents, military blast exposure) and development of long-term cognitive
impairment, persistent neuropsychiatric disability, and increased risk for later development
of neuropathological sequelae, including chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE). CTE is a
devastating and ultimately fatal tau protein-linked neurodegenerative disease reported in
contact sport athletes with repetitive head injuries [5-8] and military veterans exposed to
explosive blast [9,10]. The first part of the presentation will highlight neuropathological
evidence of CTE in the first case series of postmortem brains from blast-exposed military
veterans and comparison to brains from the youngest athletes with confirmed CTE studied
to date [8,10]. The second part of the presentation will highlight experimental results
obtained from new mouse models of blast and impact TBI developed at the Boston
University Neurotrauma Laboratory. Neuropathological examination of brains from blastexposed mice also exhibit evidence of CTE-linked neuropathology—including

phosphorylated tau proteinopathy, myelinated axonopathy, focal microvasculopathy,
chronic neuroinflammation, and frank neurodegeneration--—that recapitulates core
features of CTE in humans. The brains of blast-exposed mice demonstrate corresponding
ultrastructural pathology, including profound changes in axonal, microvascular, bloodbrain-barrier (BBB) structure. TBI-related structural changes are accompanied by
persistent functional abnormalities, including impaired axonal conduction and defective
synaptic plasticity in hippocampus and cortex that correlate with cognitive deficits in
learning and memory tasks. Intracerebral pressure measurements and high-speed
kinematic analysis showed that blast neurotrauma is not mediated by blast wave transit
through the brain or thoracovascular mechanisms (“waterhammer effect”) as previously
thought. Rather, blast-induced brain injury is mediated by inertial forces associated with
blast wind that results in traumatic acceleration of the head (“bobblehead effect”) and
injurious shearing forces in the brain. These forces damage fragile axons and blood vessels
in the brain and induce secondary responses that trigger the distinctive pattern of
neuropathology and functional deficits associated with CTE. His team has developed a
mouse model of closed-head impact that produces acute concussive injury with lateralized
neurological signs and CTE neuropathology that recapitulate core features of impact
neurotrauma in humans. Kinematic analysis and biomechanical modeling have revealed
predicted similarities and unexpected differences between blast and impact neurotrauma
that inform clinical understanding of concussion, TBI, and CTE.
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Continuing Medical Education (CME)
CME Needs Assessment: At the conclusion of this presentation, attendees will be better
able to understand the clinical features and neuropathological hallmarks of acute and
chronic effects of traumatic brain injury (TBI), including chronic traumatic encephalopathy
(CTE).
CME Questions:
Q1. What is the evidence that traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a predisposing pathogenic
contributor to later development of CTE?
Q2. What are the pathogenic mechanisms by which acute TBI trigger chronic neurological
sequelae, including CTE?
Q3. Do acute and chronic effects of TBI differ based on the nature on the mechanism of the
inciting neurotrauma?
CME Objectives:
1. Understand emerging evidence linking traumatic brain injury (TBI) to development of
long-term neurological sequelae, including chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE).
2. Identify pathogenic mechanisms by which acute TBI triggers chronic neurological
sequelae, including CTE
3. Understand and differentiate the following clinical entities: concussion, traumatic brain
injury, chronic traumatic encephalopathy.

